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This issue of the Safe Schools Newsletter focuses on several
timely and important issues.   In connection with my office’s expansion
of its High Technology and Computer Crimes Division and the publica-
tion of Internet safety guides for children and parents, this Newsletter
addresses several Internet-related issues of particular concern to schools
and law enforcement.  These issues include the risks to children and
challenges to school safety posed by Internet crime, the security of
school networks, the importance of an up-to-date Internet Use policy,
and school discipline issues raised by the Internet.  Because of the
critical importance of Internet-related issues, I am also making members
of my staff available to educators who wish to be briefed on high tech-
nology crime prevention.

As you know, school safety is a top priority of my Administra-
tion.  I firmly believe that the safest schools are those where the school
climate reflects and promotes values of trust, respect, appreciation for
diversity, and open communication.  This newsletter describes the
results of a Listening Conference on School Safety held in Boston and
attended by fifteen Attorneys General.  At this conference, the as-
sembled Attorneys General heard the observations and recommendations
of students, educators, and school-based law enforcement professionals
about a range of issues related to school safety and youth violence.  This
newsletter also includes descriptions of several programs that have a
powerful positive effect on school climate.

I look forward to our continuing partnership, and pledge the
continued support and assistance of this office to all students and educa-
tors.

Sincerely,

Tom Reilly

WELCOME TO THE SPRING 2000
SAFE SCHOOLS NEWSLETTER
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Editors: Barbara Berenson,
Assistant Attorney General

A highly publicized case last fall in Townsend vividly demonstrates the risks that Internet commu-
nications can pose to children and, indeed, to an entire community.  The Commonwealth alleges the
following facts:  A group of middle school students who regularly used the Internet for educational and
social purposes engaged in online chat discussions with a person posing as a fellow student and
Townsend resident.  As this person worked his way into the online social network of these children, he
provided the students with the website addresses of multiple sites on which he posted child pornography.

This person also used his online chat discussions to learn the names of the students, some of their
teachers, and the principal of the middle school.  This knowledge enabled him to deceive the middle
school students into believing that he was one of their peers.  He used the online discussions and websites
to communicate explicit threats to injure and kill particular students and staff at the middle school, and to
threaten to use explosive devices to blow up the school.  These Internet communications caused extreme
terror, particularly as the Townsend community believed they were made by a resident of the area who
was fully capable of carrying out the threatened acts.  Although the community stood up to these terroris-
tic threats and kept the middle school open, fear was pervasive; students went to school only after the
state police bomb squad had searched the school for explosive devices and under the close watch of police
officers.

Extraordinary police work by local and state police officers in Massachusetts and Missouri re-
sulted in the suspect’s being identified as a nineteen-year-old Missouri man who allegedly used comput-
ers located in Missouri for all of his communications with the Townsend students.   The suspect faces
charges in both states for possession and dissemination of child pornography. He also faces misdemeanor
charges in both states for making threats.

As a result of this case, and of the recognition that our existing criminal statutes do not adequately
address crimes of cyberterrorism, Attorney General Reilly has proposed legislation that would create a
new felony -- the crime of communicating terroristic threats.  The proposed legislation (Senate Bill 2074)
responds directly to the debilitating psychological terror caused by threats of violence, whether made
anonymously (as in the Townsend case) or by an identified party.  Existing law, which makes threatening
to commit a crime a misdemeanor punishable by up to six months of incarceration, is inadequate for
today’s world, where serious threats of violence can be instantaneously and electronically transmitted by
any sender, located anywhere in the world, to any individual or group of individuals.  The proposed
legislation, which explicitly states that the ability or intent to carry out the threatened crime is not an
element of the crime,  responds directly to those who would take advantage of modern technology to
communicate threats with the intent to cause terror.

INTERNET THREATS TARGET MIDDLE SCHOOL

The Safe Schools Newsletter is published semi-annually by the
Office of the Attorney General

Michelle Booth,
Director of Programs

Community Based Justice Bureau
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The surge in Internet use and the creation of complex school computer networks necessitate
that schools employ a variety of strategies to keep students and staff safe while online.

A. Distribute Internet Safety Guides (mailed with this newsletter)

In an effort to help promote the safe and responsible use of the Internet, the Office of Attorney Gen-
eral Reilly has recently published two Internet safety pamphlets.  One pamphlet is intended for use by chil-
dren; it informs them about specific threats to their safety and offers suggestions about how children can best
protect themselves online.  The other pamphlet is intended for use by parents and other adults; in a user-
friendly format, this pamphlet explains basic safety risks, identifies warning signs that suggest improper
Internet use, and discusses helpful safety measures.  Copies of Internet Safety: Advice from Kids Who Have
Faced Danger Online and The Internet, Your Child and You: What Every Parent Should Know are enclosed
with this newsletter.

We encourage you to copy and distribute these pamphlets to key personnel within your school, such
as librarians, data technology specialists, staff who instruct children on computers and research, and the
leaders of the parent-teacher organization.  We also recommend that you notify students and parents about
these pamphlets;  they are available online at www.ago.state.ma.us.

B. Protect Student Privacy on Your School’s Website

It has now become commonplace for schools to create websites that showcase student work.  Schools
must be vigilant to ensure that its websites do not unwittingly share personal identifying information about
its students that could be used by a predator to identify a potential victim.  Taking the following steps will
help schools protect student safety.   First, schools should inform parents about any school-sponsored website
and obtain permission from parents to post their child’s work or photograph. Second, the school website
should have a clear “privacy policy.” This policy should include referring to students by first name only and
posting only group photographs.  If a school chooses to post its newspaper or yearbook online, it should edit
the online version so that individual photos and identifying information are
omitted.

C. Review and Update Your Acceptable Use Policy

While nearly every school with a computer network has an Acceptable
Use policy, these policies should be reviewed annually to ensure that your
school’s policies keep pace with changing technology.  The National Associa-
tion of  Secondary School Principals has a detailed Acceptable Use policy
which schools can tailor for individual use.  This policy is contained in the
March - April 1999 issue of The Leader: The Journal of Massachusetts
Middle and High School Administrators.  Additionally, many school districts

INTERNET SAFETY:
HOW SCHOOLS CAN HELP KEEP STUDENTS SAFE ONLINE
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have posted their policies online.  Some sample policies are found on the website of the American Associa-
tion of School Adminstrators, www.aasa.org/technology.  A school should also review its Acceptable Use
policy to be certain that it applies to all student use of school computers, including use that occurs after
school hours and is unrelated to any school project or assignment.

D. Protect Your Computer Network

Creating an Acceptable Use policy is only the first step in providing computer security.  A school
must also be prepared to detect and deter improper use.  School administrators, whether or not they have
technical expertise, should consult with their systems administrators and be certain that there is a security
plan in place that, at minimum:

" requires each user to log on and log off;

" requires each user to use a password that is never shared;

" advises each user that this password should use a combina-
tion of numbers and letters (both uppercase and lowercase);

" identifies any user who has logged onto a particular com-
puter;

" indicates the time of log-on and log-off;

" shows what Internet sites a user has accessed.  Proxy logs are
used to show sites visited and information downloaded from
those sites;

" makes the entire network, and files therein, resistant to
hackers (through, for example, the use of hard-to-crack passwords, encryption, and/or a firewall
and daily checks of the administrative root area of the server for any new uploads or installa-
tions);

" requires that all logs be regularly reviewed (in order to be of any value).

While the technical details of a security plan may be beyond the expertise of many school administra-
tors, administrators should be involved in identifying the basic policy objectives and ensuring that the secu-
rity system achieves these objectives.  Administrators must also emphasize to staff the importance of follow-
ing safety protocols, such as requiring a user to log off before leaving a computer unattended.  The United
States Department of Education has published a useful, non-technical guide to computer security for educa-
tors entitled Safeguarding Your Technology: Practical Guidelines for Electronic Education Information
Security, available online at www.nces.ed.gov.

E. Preserve Evidence of Possible Criminal Acts

Administrators should also be familiar with how best to preserve evidence if there is reasonable
suspicion that a particular computer has been used to commit a crime or contains evidence of a crime (such

(Internet Safety: How Schools Can Keep Students Safe Online, continued...)
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as a threatening e-mail or downloaded child pornography.)  The basic rule is
don’t touch while waiting for law enforcement to respond.  Thus, if a com-
puter is “on,” it should be left on and secured against future use by, for
example, unplugging the monitor; if a computer is “off,” it should remain
off.

F. Update your Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) to include Computer-Based
Crime

Many Massachusetts school districts have entered into memoranda of understanding (MOUs) with
their local police departments.  These MOUs typically provide that a school will report certain types of
criminal offenses to local police and that police will report certain non-school based behavior to school
officials, consistent with laws governing the sharing of information.  Many MOUs predate the Internet, and
do not consider the use of the Internet to perpetrate crimes such as threats, hate crimes, stalking, and violation
of restraining orders.  These MOUs also may not consider crimes committed against computer networks,
such as hacking.  MOUs should be reviewed and revised so that reporting guidelines include both crimes
committed against computers and crimes in which a computer is an instrumentality of a crime.

G. Update Your School Handbook

As each school reviews its handbook for the next school year, discipline policies should be updated to
reflect that Internet-related and computer-related infractions may trigger school discipline.  For example, a
school may provide that any violation of its Acceptable Use Policy may result in disciplinary action, cancel-
lation of computer privileges, and if appropriate, legal action.  A school may also wish to note that it will
cooperate with local, state, or federal officials conducting an investigation related to any allegedly illegal
activities conducted through the school network.  See the Newsletter article entitled Disciplining Student
Speech Published on the World Wide Web for a discussion of the potential limits of school discipline for out-
of-school speech.

H. Implement an Internet Safety Curriculum

The Office of the Attorney General is available to assist
schools interested in offering a program on Internet safety to
students, staff and/or parents.  This program can include the
following: a summary and explanation of safety tips; a review of
Massachusetts and federal law related to computer crime; and for
school staff audiences, a discussion of how best to preserve evi-
dence if you suspect hackers have gained access to your computer
network or that your network has been or is being used to perpetrate
a crime.  To discuss scheduling a training program, please contact
Michelle Booth, Director of Programs, Community Based Justice
Bureau, at 617-727-2200, ext. 2916.

(Internet Safety: How Schools Can Keep Students Safe Online, continued...)
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by Assistant Attorney General Barbara Berenson, Community Based Justice Bureau

In the last several years, there has been an explosion of instances1  when a public school administrator
has suspended a secondary school student for posting vulgar or insulting2  remarks about members of the
school community on a non-school based3  website.4 Virtually all of the cases reported in the media have
occurred at secondary schools.  Secondary school students are generally afforded more freedom of expres-
sion than younger students, but less than college students.  Typically, a student uses his own computer to
create a personal website on which he posts the offensive remarks; the Internet allows this site to be readily
accessed by students and staff, so that the remarks are widely disseminated.  Understandably, administrators
wish to take action against the perpetrator.  Courts are just now beginning to adjudicate those cases that will
ultimately determine the parameters of a public school’s authority in this area.  No published opinion by a
Massachusetts court addresses this issue, yet.

While it is impossible to predict with certainty how courts will ultimately decide particular cases, it is
possible to provide some guidance in this new and confusing area.  Careful consideration of both the legal
principles courts consider in school discipline cases and the unique characteristics of the Internet can provide
administrators with some direction as they confront disciplinary issues raised by the complex and evolving
information highway.

Legal Background: Students’ Rights to Freedom of Expression

Before determining what restrictions schools may apply to non-school based Web speech, it is neces-
sary to review the legal principles that courts apply to determine the limits of school administrators’ authority
to limit students’ non-Internet expression. A secondary school student’s right to free speech may not be
limited, unless it causes disruption or disorder within the school.

1. Protected Speech

In 1996, the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court (SJC) ruled in the case of Pyle v. School Commit-
tee of South Hadley5  that Massachusetts law grants secondary school students greater free speech rights than
required by the First Amendment of the United States Constitution.  In that case, the SJC considered a Mas-

1  Some of the instances discussed below are set forth in Harpaz, Internet Speech and the First Amendment Rights of Public School
Students, 2000 B.Y.U.L. Rev. 123 (2000). An even more recent incident occurred in February of this year, when a Web page that a
Washington state high school senior created at his home led to his suspension from school.  See note 17, below.
2  This article focuses on vulgar or insulting speech because, as discussed below, such speech is legally protected.  Certain types of
speech, including threats to commit crimes, obscenity, defamation, and incitement, are not legally protected.
3  Non-school based Web speech is (a) not created on a school computer, and (b) not created in connection with any school
assignment or activity.
4 There are, of course, a variety of other ways in which a student may post information on the Internet, including e-mail, chatroom
communications, and instant messaging.  This article focuses on Web-published communication; that form of communication
poses unique challenges, as Web pages are instantaneously accessible to anyone who knows where to look for the posted material.
Courts may treat similarly other postings that are universally accessible to those who know where to look, such as those in certain
discussion groups.
5  423 Mass. 283 (1996).

Disciplining Student Speech
Published on the World Wide Web
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sachusetts law that provides:

The right of [public secondary school] students to freedom of expression in the public schools
of the commonwealth shall not be abridged, provided that such right shall not cause any
disruption or disorder within the school.  Freedom of expression shall include without limita-
tion, the rights and responsibilities of students, collectively and individually, (a) to express
their views through speech and symbols, (b) to write, publish and disseminate their views, (c)
to assemble peaceably on school property for the purpose of expressing their opinions.6

In interpreting this statute, the SJC held that Massachusetts schools may not restrict students’ speech, even if
vulgar, lewd, or offensive, absent a showing of disruption or disorder within the school.  In emphasizing the
importance of limiting only disruptive speech, the SJC referred to the United States Supreme Court case of
Tinker v. Des Moines Indep. School District7 .  That seminal case held that a student’s self-expression (in that
instance, the wearing of a black armband to protest the war in Vietnam) could not be restricted unless there
was a showing that the speech “would materially and substantially interfere with the requirements of appro-
priate discipline in the operation of the school” or would invade the rights of other students to be secure.
While providing that speech could also be restricted based upon an administrator’s fear of potential disrup-
tion, the Supreme Court required such a fear to be reasonable and not an “undifferentiated fear” of a potential
disturbance.

In Pyle, the Supreme Judicial Court explicitly recognized that, subsequent to Tinker, the United States
Supreme Court has allowed school administrators to regulate vulgar or indecent speech in school sponsored
activities8 , but found “no reason to believe that these cases. . . limit the protection granted under the [Massa-
chusetts] statute.”

We should assume that Massachusetts courts will treat Internet speech in the same manner as other
types of expression, as both the United States Congress and the United States Supreme Court have recog-
nized the Internet as a forum fully deserving of First Amendment protection9 .

2. Defining Disruption: The On-Campus/ Off-Campus Distinction

Traditionally, it is well established that a school’s authority over students exists only when a student
violates school rules on the school campus or at school-sponsored activities10 .  However, some courts have
suggested school discipline may be permissible if a student’s off-campus conduct has a clear and disruptive
impact on the educational climate of the school.  For example, a federal court in Maine considered an in-
stance in which a school suspended a student for making a vulgar gesture (considered a form of communica-
6  Mass. G.L. c. 71, § 82.
7  393 U.S. 503 (1969).
8  See Hazelwood School District v. Kuhlmeier, 484 U.S. 260 (1988);  Bethel Sch. Dist. No. 403 v. Fraser, 478 U.S. 675 (1986).
9  See Reno v. ACLU, 521 U.S. 844 (1997); 47 U.S.C. §203(a)(3).
10  See Thomas v. Board of Ed., Granville Cent. Sch. Dist., 607 F.2d 1043 (2d Cir. 1979).  In Massachusetts, G. L. c. 71, sec.
37H1/2 permits a principal or headmaster to suspend a student who has been charged with a felony or is the subject of a felony
delinquency complaint, regardless of whether the alleged conduct occurred at school or in connection with a school-related
activity, if the principal or headmaster determines that the student’s continued presence in school would have a substantial detri-
mental effect on the general welfare of the school.  This statute also permits a principal or headmaster to expel a student who has
been convicted or admitted guilt with respect to a felony or felony delinquency.

(Student Speech Published on the World Wide Web, continued...)
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tive speech) to a teacher in a restaurant parking lot.11   The Court enjoined the suspension, holding that the
school had no authority over the student’s off-campus conduct in the absence of any persuasive evidence that
the conduct interfered with the proper and orderly operation of the school.  The Court noted that the appro-
priate individuals to respond to the student’s misbehavior were his parents.

The Second Circuit Court of Appeals similarly found that school administrators had no authority to
punish students for an underground satirical newspaper that was prepared and distributed off-campus and
which caused no on-campus disruption.  The Court acknowledged, however, that in contrast to the facts
before it, it could envision a case in which a group of students incited substantial disruption within the school
from some remote locale.  Though not ruling on this hypothetical situation (which is obviously made more
likely by the Internet), the Court’s comments suggest that, in such an instance, it would have permitted
school discipline.12

The Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court has also recognized that the on-campus/off-campus
distinction may blur on occasion.13   The SJC upheld a school’s expulsion of a student for committing a
battery on another student off school premises immediately after the school day had ended where the pun-
ished conduct could be clearly and directly linked to events at school.14   The evidence showed that the bat-
tery, which occurred near the school campus immediately after the school day, resulted from a plan devel-
oped earlier that day on school property and was the continuation of an earlier confrontation that had oc-
curred on school grounds.

Adapting These Principles to Web Speech

Because the Internet renders irrelevant a speaker’s physical location, school administrators will
undoubtedly encounter an increasing number of instances where a student’s vulgar or insulting speech occurs
off campus and yet is widely disseminated among students and staff.  In determining whether school disci-
pline is lawful, it is likely that the critical factor will be whether an administrator has reason to believe that a
material and substantial disruption of school activities or the educational environment has or will occur15 .

While the Supreme Judicial Court has not defined what constitutes a “disruption,” the United States
Supreme Court has provided some guidance.  In Bethel School District v. Fraser

16
, the Supreme Court found

11  See Klein v. Smith, 635 F.Supp. 1440 (D. Me. 1986).
 12  Thomas v. Board of Ed.,607 F.2d 1043, 1052 n. 17 (2d Cir. 1979).
13  See Mass. G.L. c. 71, sec. 37H1/2, discussed in note 10, supra.   Mass. G.L. c. 71 § 84, an optional provision that may be
adopted by a city or town, see Mass. G.L. c. 71 § 86, provides that no student may be disciplined for conduct which is not con-
nected with a school-sponsored activity, with the exception that a school may insist that a pregnant student be under the supervi-
sion of a physician.  This section is primarily concerned with matters of marriage and parenthood, but its broad language does
make it applicable to all non-school related activity.
14  Nicholas B. v. School Committee of Worcester, 412 Mass. 20 (1992).  While this case does not involve students’ free speech
rights, it does address the authority of a school to discipline its students.
15  It is, of course, possible that a Massachusetts court will hold school administrators powerless to discipline students for any
speech that is neither created nor distributed on campus.  However, such an approach would render administrators unable to
respond even to off-campus advocacy of on-campus disruption.  In his concurring opinion in Thomas v. Board of Ed., Judge
Newman strongly criticized this view.  “School authorities ought to be accorded some latitude to regulate student activity that
affects matter of legitimate concern to the school community, and territoriality is not necessarily a useful concept in determining
the limit of their authority. . . The law is not incapable of distinguishing between activity that concerns the school community and
activity that does not.” 607 F.2d at 1058 n. 13.
16

   478 U.S. 675 (1986).

(Student Speech Published on the World Wide Web, continued...)
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that the school was “disrupted” when some students “hooted and yelled” during a student’s sexually explicit
speech at a school assembly.  The Court further noted that, the following day, one teacher reported having to
forego the scheduled class lesson in order to discuss the speech with her students.

Several subsequent cases have addressed the issues of off-campus speech and on-campus disruption.
In 1998, the Seventh Circuit considered the expulsion of a high school student who authored an article in an
underground newspaper that advocated hacking into his school’s computer network and provided detailed
instructions for doing so.17  The Court upheld the expulsion, emphasizing that the school district could prop-
erly discipline a student for advocating an on-campus disruption and providing a blueprint for that disrup-
tion.   The Court observed that the underground newspaper had been distributed on campus by another stu-
dent, but based its decision on the high potential for on-campus disruption rather than the physical distribu-
tion of the paper on school grounds.

In the first case to reach the federal courts involving a student’s off-campus use of the World Wide
Web, Beussink v. Woodland R-IV School District,18 the court also emphasized the importance of determining
whether the Web speech led to an on-campus disruption.  In that case, a student used his home computer to
create a website that was highly critical of his school.  The principal reacted by suspending the student.  The
Court enjoined the suspension because it found that the principal’s decision was based on his offended
reaction to the site rather than on any actual disruption or prediction of disruption.   The Court’s decision
supports the proposition that, at minimum, school administrators will be required to show an actual or antici-
pated disturbance within the school resulting from the speech before they may discipline the student.

Recently, in Washington state, a high school senior was suspended for off-campus creation of a
satirical website that featured mock obituaries of students and commentary on school administrators and
faculty.19   The website did not advocate violence, criminal conduct, nor disrespect for authority.  School
administrators learned of the site, but took no action against it until an evening news television story
mischaracterized the site as featuring a “hit list” of people to be killed.  Following the news story, the princi-
pal placed the student on “emergency expulsion” (later changed to a suspension) for intimidation, harass-
ment, disruption to the educational process, and violation of the school district’s copyright.

The student moved in federal court for a temporary restraining order to enjoin the suspension, and the
judge allowed the student’s motion.  While acknowledging that school administrators are in an acutely
difficult position after recent school shootings, that websites can be an early indication of a student’s violent
inclinations, and that websites can serve as a rallying point for like-minded or susceptible people, the court
nonetheless found that the school had not presented any evidence that the challenged site was intended to
threaten, did threaten, or manifested any violent tendencies.  The Court noted that this lack of evidence,
coupled with the out of school nature of the speech, suggested a substantial likelihood that, should the case
proceed to trial, the student would prevail.

One of the most difficult decisions administrators will face will be to determine to what extent a
student who posts content on a website but plays no role in its dissemination can be held accountable for any

17  Boucher v. School Bd. Of the Sch. Dist. Of Greenfield, 134 F.3d 821 (7th Cir. 1998).
18  30 F. Supp.2d 1175 (E.D. Mo 1998).  A detailed discussion of Boucher  and Beussink is contained in Harpaz, supra note 1.
19  Emmett v. Kent School District No. 415, Case No. C00-0269C (W.D. Wash. 2000), available at www.aclu-wa.org.

(Student Speech Published on the World Wide Web, continued...)
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actual or potential disruption.  For example, in the Beussink case, the student who created the Web page did
not make its contents public; rather, the Web address was covertly obtained by another student who, with
permission, was using Beussink’s home computer.  This student then accessed the website at school the
following day and showed it to a faculty member.  How courts will ultimately rule on this issue is by no
means clear.20   A court might regard a student’s posting an unprotected site on the Web as akin to posting
information on a public billboard, and hold that student accountable for any resultant distribution.  Alterna-
tively, a court might find that a student bears responsibility for a disruption only if he takes some affirmative
action to encourage Internet users to the site, such as sharing the Web address with others or registering the
site with a search engine.

If a school administrator confronts a situation where (a) a website causes substantial and material
disruption but the creator of the site does not appear responsible for its dissemination, or (b) a website is
vulgar and insulting but does not cause a substantial and material disruption, that administrator should
consider seeking outside advice prior to imposing school discipline.

Conclusion

The volatile combination of highly publicized violence in schools and the communications revolution
caused by the Internet poses great challenges for school administrators.   While it is impossible to predict
with certainty how courts will decide cases involving students’ postings on non-school based websites, this
article suggests that existing legal principles can provide some useful guidance.  The most critical factor in
determining the appropriateness of school discipline for Web-published speech will likely be determining
whether any nexus exists between the student’s speech and an actual or reasonably foreseeable material and
substantial disruption of school activities or the educational environment.  The stronger the nexus, the more
likely it is that discipline will be permitted.  Conversely, where disruption is unlikely and an administrator is
motivated to punish due to the offensive nature of the content of a website, it is less likely that a court will
find the discipline lawful.

School administrators contemplating discipline in a case involving a student’s off-campus speech
should consider consulting with the district’s counsel before imposing punishment.   School administrators
should contact parents to try to reach a negotiated solution in instances where imposing school discipline
may be overreaching.21   In instances where the contents of a student’s Web posting may not be protected
speech at all but may constitute a violation of law (such as threats of violence), school administrators should
promptly notify local law enforcement and the student’s parents.  Finally, where a student’s Internet speech
causes or exacerbates tensions between that student and other members of the school community, it is advis-
able for school administrators to provide the affected students with assistance in resolving that tension,
regardless of whether school discipline has also occurred.22

20  In Beussink, the Court did not address this issue.  Having found no disruption, the Court considered it unnecessary to decide any
legal issues raised by the manner of distribution.
21 See P. Aftab, The Parent’s Guide to Protecting Your Children in Cyberspace 164 (McGraw Hill 2000). The author, an expert in
cyberlaw,  praises a school superintendent in New Jersey who resisted community pressure to discipline a student for his off-
campus website that contained vulgar and insulting comments about some teachers and administrators, and instead worked out an
acceptable resolution with the student and his parents.
22 This  Newsletter contains an article describing how the Attorney General’s SCORE mediation program was successfully used to
defuse tension caused by student-authored e-mail containing derogatory information about other students.

(Student Speech Published on the World Wide Web, continued...)
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On October 28, 1999, the Office of the Attorney General co-hosted the third in a series of National
Association of Attorneys General Listening Conferences on the topic of school safety and violence preven-
tion.  At this conference, Attorneys General from fifteen states met at Fanueil Hall in Boston and heard from
students from six high schools (including traditional, vocational, and alternative schools), educators, school-
based law enforcement, and others with familiarity and expertise in the area of school safety.  The conference
participants identified the following several principles as critical elements in providing a safe school environment:

! Establishing and maintaining a culture of respect for diversity;

! Enhancing opportunities for communication and interaction between staff and students;

! Offering substantial adult supervision and availability, in schools, communities, and families,  so
that there is early recognition of and response to troubled youth;

! Cultivating student trust in staff and ensuring staff availability in order to provide meaningful
support for students with concerns about safety or other issues; and

! Protecting the safety of students by addressing physical as well as emotional issues.

In identifying concrete steps that schools and communities may take to improve school climate and safety,
the panelists’ recommendations included the following:

! To remedy physical safety concerns, seek to apply practical solutions which involve the least
amount of disruption to the school day.  Practical approaches may include reducing opportunities
for intruders to enter by, for example, locking doors and requiring visitors to sign in.  Physical
safety within the school campus will be enhanced through increased staff presence in hallways,
stairwells, cafeterias, and any other specific “trouble spots”;

! Learn about and address student perceptions of safety, as students are experts at identifying
particular trouble spots;

! Recognize the potential of rumors as a catalyst for conflicts between students and devise strategies
to address rumors, such as peer mediation programs;

! Communicate that there are adults available who will listen and respond to youth issues and
concerns, and ensure their availability;

! Set and enforce rules, particularly addressing substance abuse, harassment, and violence;

! Educate teachers to recognize and respond to the early warning signs of troubled youth, including
depression, substance abuse, and victimization by violence;

! Provide students with anger management, conflict resolution, and decision making skills, and
offer programs which enhance diversity appreciation and foster the prevention of substance abuse
and violence;

! Integrate skill building and prevention education into core school curriculum at the earliest pos-
sible age; and

! Realize that violence prevention is a long-term investment in youth.

For the full report on the listening conferences sponsored by the National Association of Attorneys General,
Bruised Inside: What Our Children Say About Youth Violence, What Causes It, and What We Need to Do

About It, please see the NAAG website at www.naag.org.

LISTENING CONFERENCE ON SCHOOL SAFETY
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While the Office of the Attorney General
enforces the Massachusetts child labor laws, the
superintendents of schools are the first line of
defense for children who are going to work.
Superintendents are responsible for issuing
employment permits for 14- and 15-year-olds
and educational certificates for 16- and 17-year-
olds who are interested in working.  If anyone
other than the superintendent is to issue permits
and certificates, the superintendent must desig-
nate that person in writing as an “issuing agent.”

The role of superintendent as issuing
agent assumes the responsibility not only of
processing paperwork for teenaged workers in
order to comply with requirements of the law,
but also of reviewing the requirements of the
jobs for which children are applying and the
numbers of hours they will be working.  A 1993
study of work related injuries published in the
American Journal of Industrial Medicine re-
ported that one in every thirty 16- and 17-year-
olds was seen in an emergency room for a work-
related injury every year.  The study also made
correlations between higher injury rates among
teenagers and increased numbers of hours they
worked.*

The Massachusetts child labor laws
identify certain occupations as
“hazardous occupations,” for 14-
and 15-year-old workers, and for
16- and 17-year-old workers.  The
laws make it illegal for children to
work in occupations which have
been defined as hazardous.  To

determine whether a particular job qualifies as a

ATTORNEY GENERAL PUBLISHES CHILD LABOR

GUIDELINES FOR SUPERINTENDENTS

hazardous occupation requires more
than simply looking at the job de-
scription.  The issuing agent
often must inquire about
the actual job functions the
minor will be performing.
For example, a 15-year-old
applying for a permit to work as
a “stock clerk” in a grocery store
seems to be an innocuous situa-
tion, until she explains that she
will be stocking shelves high enough to require her
to climb a ladder to reach them.  This work is
prohibited for 14- and 15-year-old workers — and
with good reason. The American Journal of Indus-
trial Medicine report on work-related injuries
among children found that 13.6% of injuries among
15 year olds resulted from falling at work.  Issuing
agents must also make sure that teenagers applying
for work permits and educational certificates will
not be working hours which violate the laws, and
put them at risk of injury, or inability to perform at
school.

* “Work Related Injuries Among Massachusetts
Children: A Study Based upon Emergency Depart-
ment Data,” D. Brooks, MPH, L. Davis, ScD and S.
Gallagher, MPH, American Journal of Industrial
Medicine, 24:313-324 (1993)

“Child Labor Guidelines for Superinten-
dents” is available by calling the Office of
the Attorney General, Fair Labor and
Business Practices Division at (617)727-
3465.  The booklet will soon be available
on  the Attorney General’s website at
www.ago.state.ma.us
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END-OF-YEAR CELEBRATIONS AND ASSESSMENTS:
AN OPPORTUNITY TO ENHANCE SCHOOL CLIMATE

The end of the school year provides a natural opportunity for schools to assess their level of safety and
to focus on ways to improve the school climate for the next academic year.  While the most effective
ways to improve school climate necessitate an investment in long-term programs such as diversity
curricula, anti-bullying programs, and peer mediation, as well as a review of the physical plant so that
problem spots are addressed, the following list includes some low-cost (and
festive) suggestions to improve the climate:

Meet with a diverse group of students from the “graduating” class
of each elementary, middle, and high school, and ask for ideas
about ways to improve the school climate and address “trouble
spots.”  Very likely, the students will have useful suggestions that
are perfectly tailored to the unique needs of the school.

Sponsor an art or essay contest in which students suggest ways in
which the school climate could be improved.  Showcase the best
submissions in an exhibit.  Consider using some of the submissions
in a 2000 - 2001 academic year calendar.  (Contact the PTA/PTO
about selling the calendar to raise funds; important school dates
and other local community information could be included on the
calendar.)

Sponsor an end-of-year activity/festival that promotes students’
understanding of the diverse backgrounds of students in your
school, such as a multi-cultural potluck dinner with multi-cultural
entertainment.

Ask English/language arts teachers to assign essays that require
students to suggest ways to improve the school climate.  Ask
students to identify one or more specific problem areas and to
propose concrete solutions.  Exhibit the essays in hallways.  Imple-
ment the best solutions.

Ask teachers to brainstorm with students on ways to improve the
climate in individual classrooms.

Ask the PTO to plan and organize an end of year community
cleanup/beautification campaign for the school campus and neighborhood.

Implement a buddy system in which incoming students are paired with returning
students to facilitate the newcomers’ transition to a new school.  Plan a back to school
picnic and other activities to which the buddy pairs will be invited.

Plan some back-to-school community building events for September, such as a back-
to-school picnic for the entire school community.

✎

✎

✎

✎

✎

✎

✎

✎

New
Legislation

An Act Relative to
Trespass on a School Bus
(St. 1999 c. 102, effective
January 14, 2000).  This
law amends G.L. c. 266
sec. 120, the trespassing

statute, so that entering or
remaining on a school

bus is explicitly included
in the list of places to
which entry may be

prohibited, either directly
or by a posted notice, by
the person with lawful

control over the premises.
A person convicted of

trespass may be punished
by a fine of not more than

$100 and/or imprison-
ment for not more than

thirty days.

������
������
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Taunton High School, which houses ap-
proximately 1800 students, has twenty-eight
student mediators.   Working under the close
supervision of SCORE  (Student Conflict Resolu-
tion Experts) coordinator Lisa DaPonte, these
students have this year mediated 150 disputes. Of
these, 98% resulted in a mediated agreement that
resolved the dispute.  Student mediators attend a
twenty-three hour training program.  In recruiting
and selecting mediators, Ms. DaPonte looks for
students with leadership skills who are committed
to becoming mediators.  She also strives to have
her mediators represent a diverse cross-section of
the school.

A Challenging Mediation
Each year SCORE programs submit ex-

amples of challenging mediations to help the
public better understand why mediation works.
The following case is based on a real life media-
tion that took place at Taunton High School.

During the 1998-99 school year, several
girls in the junior class created and widely dis-
seminated an e-mail that contained derogatory
sexual references about twenty sophomore girls;
the sophomores were identified by first and last
name. The junior girls had ongoing conflicts with
some of the sophomores on the “List.” The “List”
rapidly circulated among students and staff; as a
consequence, the sophomore girls on the “List”
were ridiculed and felt that their reputations
suffered.

The school initiated a prompt investigation
to identify the creator(s) of the “List”; while the
investigation was progressing, four junior girls
turned themselves into school officials and admit-
ted authoring the “List.”  The “List” creators
claimed that the “List” was only “a joke,” and that

SCORESCORESCORESCORESCORE
A Case StudA Case StudA Case StudA Case StudA Case Study in Successful Py in Successful Py in Successful Py in Successful Py in Successful Peer Mediationeer Mediationeer Mediationeer Mediationeer Mediation

The following article is based on interviews of the SCORE* coordinator and three student mediators con-
ducted at Taunton High School by Darlene Skog, Deputy Director of Mediation Services, and Barbara

Berenson, Assistant Attorney General, on April 6, 2000.

they had never anticipated the deleterious impact it
would have on the girls named.  Both sides ex-
pressed a desire to resolve the conflicts surround-
ing the “List.”

The school administration referred this
conflict to mediation.  Working with four student
mediators, SCORE coordinator DaPonte scheduled
separate intake sessions with the girls on the “List”
and the creators of the “List.” At the intake ses-
sions, the girls on the “List” emphasized their
desire to make the creators understand the embar-
rassment and frustration they felt from the “List.”
The creators of the “List” were remorseful and
wanted an opportunity to explain they did not
intend the harm they caused.  The “List” creators
were also upset because they had received threats
from some students on the “List.”

Following the intake sessions, a large group
mediation, involving seventeen students,  was
scheduled. During this all-day mediation the
mediators met jointly and privately with both
sides.  The girls on the “List” explained that some
parents, teachers, and peers had questioned them
about their character and reputation, and that some
students had taunted them for being on the “List.”
The creators explained that the “List” was a stupid
joke that had gone terribly awry. They admitted
that there was no real basis to any of the allega-
tions that the “List” implied.  Both sides discussed
that a rivalry between some sophomore girls and
the creators of the “List” had led to its creation.

The mediated resolution was as follows:
The “List” creators agreed to write letters of
apology and to end their rivalry with the sopho-
more girls.  The girls on the “List” agreed to
accept these apologies, stop any retaliatory threats,
and also make efforts to end the rivalry.  Both sides
agreed to end any discussion about the “List.”
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Routine post-mediation follow-up has not revealed any further issues regarding the “List.”  The
rivalry has diminished, and each side agrees that its understanding of the other side has increased.

The Impact of Mediation on the Mediators

The benefits of peer mediation is not limited to resolving actual disputes.  Participating in
mediation, whether as a party or a mediator, can help students learn valuable life skills.  Several stu-
dents agreed to share their thoughts about how mediation has changed them.

Kathryn was one of the students on the “List.”  She explained that although she initially viewed
the “List” as a joke, she came to feel hurt by it.  She believes that, in the absence of mediation, the
rivalry between the sophomore and junior girls would have strengthened in intensity.  Her positive
experience with peer mediation led her to apply to be a mediator; she had seen firsthand the power of
mediation as an alternative to hostility and feelings of resentment.  Kathryn believes that being a
mediator has changed her by making her able to see all sides of an issue.  She noted that “even with my
parents, I can see their side of things.”  She also credits her mediation experience with successful
resolution of disputes with her siblings.

Mike, a mediator for three years, was one of the mediators in the “List” incident.  Mike was
attracted to mediation because he disliked seeing classmates ready to fight over any slight and because
he knew that fighting never fully resolves a problem.  As a result of his experiences, Mike feels able to
step back from conflicts and look at all sides of issues.  He credits this ability with defusing his own
anger when he is involved in a conflict because, “I may still feel I’m right, but when I can see the other
side I don’t get so mad about it.”

Shayla, a mediator throughout her high school years, also was one of the “List” mediators.  She
says that mediation has taught her the values of listening without judging and of patience.  She ex-
plained that great patience is generally required to help the parties understand the different points of
view involved in a conflict.   Like Kathryn and Mike, Shayla views peer mediation as a vital part of her
high school education.

(SCORE: A Case Study... continued)

*SCORE (Student Conflict Resolution Experts) is a program created in 1989 by the Office of
the Attorney General to reduce violence in schools.  SCORE funds twenty-six mediation pro-
grams (twenty high schools, five middle schools, and one junior high school) in sixteen commu-
nities.  The SCORE program model has also been adopted in sixty SCORE-affiliated schools.
From 1989 - 1999, SCORE programs mediated 13,803 conflicts; 98% were resolved with the
participants reaching a mediated agreement.  Most student-mediated disputes involve physical
fights, threats, harassment, and rumors, and are referred to mediation by school administrators,
teachers, and/or the participants.  To obtain a copy of The SCORE Workbook, A Guide for
Successful Peer Mediation Programs or for more information, please contact Kathleen Grant,
Director of Mediation Services, or Darlene Skog, Deputy Director of Mediation Services, in the
Office of the Attorney General (617-727-2200).
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Two summers ago, I attended the first-ever ELNA (Education and Leadership for a Non-Violent Age) Sum-
mer Institute on Political and Social Activism.  I came away from the week filled with energy and eagerness to take all
that I had learned and bring it back to my school.  I wasn’t sure exactly how to accomplish this, but my friend and I
returned to school with one solid idea: a student from Westwood High School had told us that his school held an
annual Social Awareness Week, a week dedicated to informing students about issues such as racism, homophobia,
sexism, and students’ rights. The week also addressed how to avoid making destructive decisions, such as those
involved in drug and alcohol abuse. We decided that a Social Awareness Week would be an effective way of improv-
ing the climate at our school.

Our principal was very enthusiastic about the idea, and offered a great deal of her time and effort.  My friend
and I asked an English teacher to be our faculty advisor; we selected her because she was deeply involved with ELNA
and had not only helped to plan but had attended the summer conference with the students.  We then set about forming
a committee.  We posted flyers that advertised a meeting open to anyone interested in helping to plan the week.
Ultimately, a committee consisting of approximately five students, our  faculty advisor, and the principal planned a
week-long series of activities including speakers, videos, and small group discussions on issues such as stereotypes,
homophobia, and destructive decisions.

For one week, the Social Awareness activities replaced one or two class periods each day. Generally, the same
assembly would occur twice in one day, once for all upperclassmen and once for all underclassmen.  Some assemblies
occurred just once for the entire school.  Attendance to all activities was mandatory, and active participation was
encouraged throughout the week through an interactive video and student-facilitated discussions. Newsletters, banners,
and a community service fair provided the students with additional information as well as ways to apply what they
learned to benefit their community.

After Social Awareness Week last year I noticed a definite change in the atmosphere of the school.  Students
are not as apt to make blind offensive statements without considering whom they may offend.  Many students are now
more outspoken when they hear other students say something that may offend other people.  For instance, one day
soon after Social Awareness Week I overheard a student saying, “That’s so gay.”  In response, his  friend remarked
lightly but sincerely, “Hey, come on, don’t say that, Social Awareness Week just ended.”  It is very encouraging to see
students challenging their peers to think before they say things.  Also, there seems to have been a recent intermingling
of well-known cliques, which improves school climate.  While we did not directly discuss “cliques” during the week,
we did discuss the issue of stereotypes. It may be that the experience of looking more closely at labels and precon-
ceived notions gave people the inspiration and courage to interact with others outside of their usual crowd.

A large number of students showed interest in, and are now involved with, planning this year’s Social Aware-
ness Week.  We have adapted the program so that this year and in subsequent years it will include only freshmen.  It
will initiate students into the high school, and to show them what level of tolerance and acceptance of differences is
expected from them.  The week will mostly be led by upperclassmen, so that they may set an example for the younger
students.  We also hope to include a town-wide community service project at the end of the week to build community
outreach.

Being aware of and informed about the stereotypes and prejudices which surround students every day instills
into them a new-found respect for differences. As a result of Social Awareness Week, I think  students are more
respectful of other people than they were before, which makes the school environment a much safer and more secure
place to learn.

For more information on the Education and Leadership Program for a Non-Violent Age, contact Rachelle
Englar, Director, at (508) 358-3446.

Social Awareness Week Improves School Climate
 by Meghan Byrne, Westborough High School
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In 1999, the Office of the Attorney General published, “More Than Child’s Play: Preventing Truancy and
Promoting Success” which cited numerous studies linking truancy to crime, including a study done in 1988 which
concluded that “among the best predictors for future criminality and the most likely juvenile recidivists were those
whose first referrals involved truancy.”  If not resolved, truancy can trigger many other social problems, including
high dropout rates, teen pregnancy, and youth violence.

Research shows that truancy is often related to problems
associated with the family and/or life at home.  The Maine
Department of Education’s “Checklist of Indicators for
Truancy and Attendance Problems” cites several home-
based indicators, such as frequent moves or changes of
school, habitual tardiness, dysfunctional home life, and older
siblings who are truant or have dropped out of school.*

School-based interventions alone often prove inadequate
to address these types of home-based issues.  Typical
school-based responses include notification and conferences
with parents, detentions and suspensions for students, with
court involvement (CHINS) as a final step.  Suspensions may make matters worse, as frequent suspensions can lead
to increased truancy and eventually dropping out altogether.  Family issues, such as conflict in the home or parents’
working hours which interfere with school meeting times, may render these interventions ineffective in addressing
truancy.

Project Rebound, an initiative designed to address truancy at a level beyond traditional school interventions,
serves students in grades six through nine and their families in Hampden County.  The middle school years are
critical because students who become truant during these years are at increased risk of dropping out during high
school.  The Project Rebound  model uses mediation to intervene early with youth and families to:

# Address the issue of truancy while it is still a manageable and correctable problem;

# Prevent the development of other, more serious, involvement with school or court systems; and

# Deter the transition from truant student to drop out.

The Project Rebound program recognizes that truancy is often a symptom of underlying issues that must be
resolved in order to address the student’s absences.  Mediation, within a family context, provides an opportunity for
truant students and their families to develop realistic and effective plans for returning youth to school.  In cases
where school issues are identified, the program uses mediation to assist students, their parents, and school personnel
to identify the reasons for the attendance problem, as well as develop a realistic plan to which all parties can agree.
The program’s emphasis on working with students and their families often reaches beyond the school arena and
draws on the students’ own resources and support network for solutions.  In addition, Project Rebound staff also
provides referrals to other services if necessary to meet the needs of youth and their families.

The program has been funded in its start-up period by the Massachusetts Executive Office of Public Safety
through the Office of Hampden County District Attorney William Bennett.  The Hampden County Anti-Truancy
Task Force serves as the program’s Advisory Board.  For more information, please contact Isabel Morales at Project
Rebound, 450 Cottage Street, Springfield, MA 01104 or at (413) 785-5918.

* “Checklist of Indicators for Truancy and Attendance Problems,” Office of Truancy, Dropout and Alternative Education, Maine
Department of Education.  1998.

PROJECT REBOUND:
GIVING TRUANT STUDENTS A SECOND CHANCE
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Beth was afraid to take the bus because she had
been beaten up at the bus stop by some older
girls.  They told her the next time would be worse,
so she stopped going to school.  Beth’s mother
didn’t know what to do, so she let her stay home
hoping that things would get better.  She didn’t
think that the school could do anything about it.
Project Rebound facilitated a meeting between
Beth, her mother, and school personnel to work
out a new transportation plan and open up better
lines of communication.
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Research tells us that the media exerts a tremendous influence on the lives of youth.  In fact,
young people report that the media is the most significant influence in their lives, greater even than
family or friends.  Although an important source of education and entertainment, the media often
portrays risky and even criminal behavior in unrealistic, glamorous ways and also reinforces cultural
stereotypes than can foster prejudiced attitudes and actions.  With the prevalence and constancy of
media messages, it is important that youth have the skills necessary to critically analyze and
deconstruct these messages.  Media literacy is a powerful tool to assist youth in understanding the
world of media.  The FLASHPOINT Program, an innovative, media literacy/life skills program
developed by the Office of Eastern District Attorney Kevin M. Burke, not only teaches youth how to
deconstruct media messages about violence, alcohol and other drugs, and prejudice but, perhaps
more importantly, how to transfer these critical-thinking skills toward better decision-making in their
own lives.

     FLASHPOINT I: Life Skills Through the Lens of Media Literacy teaches youth how to make
more responsible choices on issues of violence, substance abuse and prejudice through analyzing
actual commercial and educational film and television segments and exploring how this information
relates to them personally.  The second curriculum, FLASHPOINT II: Close-Up on Civil Rights,
provides an in-depth focus on civil rights, hate crimes, prejudice, and stereotyping.  Both curricula
provide youth with the skills and strategies for cooling down and making wiser choices during
stressful moments, or “flashpoints” as they occur in real life.  Both also emphasize the legal conse-
quences and ethical and social repercussions of engaging in criminal behaviors.  FLASHPOINT
provides literacy, critical thinking, and the life skills necessary to survive and thrive in an increas-
ingly complex world.

     The Office of Eastern District Attorney Kevin Burke has implemented FLASHPOINT with
youth in its Juvenile Diversion Program (first-time, non-violent offenders), youth on probation, and
youth in the custody of the Department of Youth Services.  In addition, FLASHPOINT II: Close-Up
on Civil Rights is being used as part of the disposition of certain cases involving hate crimes.

     In the Fall/Winter of 2000, Eastern District Attorney Kevin Burke, in partnership with the
Harvard University Graduate School of Education and Salem State College is sponsoring
Flashpoints: When Juvenile Justice, Prevention and the Media Merge: A National Conference for
Juvenile Justice Professionals, Physicians, Educators and Public Health Officials.  The conference
will examine how media literacy can be used as an important prevention/intervention strategy for all
youth, particularly those at risk for juvenile delinquency.  It will also focus on strategies for collabo-
ration among the many disciplines that have a stake in the lives of young people.  Finally, the confer-
ence will explore the important role of policy makers in developing and establishing effective inter-

ventions for high-risk youth.

For more information, please contact Ruth Budelmann, Office of the Eastern District Attorney, at (978) 745-6610.

FLASHPOINT:
Life Skills Through the Lens of Media Literacy
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Since 1992, the Conflict Intervention Team (CIT) program
has provided emergency mediation services to 28 schools experi-
encing large scale conflicts. In each instance, with the help of
CIT mediators, students succeeded in resolving the conflicts that
precipitated and/or threatened to precipitate a crisis, thus restor-
ing a sense of calm and safety to the school.  Sponsored by the
Office of the Attorney General in collaboration with the Massa-
chusetts Department of Education and the Massachusetts Asso-
ciation of Mediation Programs and Practitioners (MAMPP), CIT
offers a mediation response to potentially volatile student con-
flicts.  CIT is comprised of a statewide network of specially
trained community mediators.  CIT resources are available when
there has been an outbreak of violence among two or more
groups of students, when signs indicate that a large inter-group
confrontation is brewing (i.e. repeated fights, threats, rumors,
etc.), or whenever there is any question about the kind of help
that CIT can offer to the school community.  Some examples of
CIT mediations in different types of school settings follow.  The
names of the schools involved have been omitted to preserve the
confidentiality of the participants.

Conflict InterConflict InterConflict InterConflict InterConflict Intervention vention vention vention vention TTTTTeams:eams:eams:eams:eams:
An EmerAn EmerAn EmerAn EmerAn Emergggggencencencencency Mediation Resoury Mediation Resoury Mediation Resoury Mediation Resoury Mediation Resourcecececece

URBAN HIGH SCHOOL

The Office of the Attorney General (OAG) received a call from the Super-
intendent requesting assistance at this school in response to reports of
serious racial tension between White and Hispanic students.  A small
group of students had reported rumors that weapons would be brought
into the school the next day to deal with a small group of white students
who were allegedly making racial slurs.  The Superintendent arranged
for extra police presence and called for CIT assistance.  The four-day
intervention was coordinated by two staff from the OAG with assistance
from ten community mediators.  During the intervention, intake inter-
views were conducted with 62 students.  With information from the
intakes, six two-party and one five-party mediation were conducted, all
resulting in agreement.  On the last day of the intervention, 18 White,
Hispanic and African-American students, with the assistance of media-
tors, discussed openly their frustrations with one another.  Eventually
they decided to work together to prepare a set of recommendations to
present to the Superintendent.  Since the intervention, the Superintendent
has allocated funding for a peer mediation program and diversity training.

SUBURBAN MIDDLE
SCHOOL

The principal called CIT
after a series of incidents
between white and African-
American students escalated
into a large group fight.
Several students were
suspended from school, and
a few received minor inju-
ries.  The CIT team, coordi-
nated by MAMPP and OAG
staff, consisted of two
coordinators and 15 media-
tors, including six student
mediators (four student
mediators from Brighton
High School and two student
mediators from Boston
English High School).  Over
the course of the five-day
intervention, two parent
intakes and 37 student
intakes were conducted.
Twelve mediations were
held (nine two-party media-
tions, two multi-party me-
diations, and one large
group mediation) with all
but one reaching agreement.
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RURAL JUNIOR/SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL

The Conflict Intervention Team was called into this school
following a three-week period of escalating harassment
between a group of white girls and a group of Puerto Rican
girls.  The school is situated in a small rural town in Massa-
chusetts.  Out of 400 students in grades 7-12, there are
only ten students of color.  This five-day intervention was
coordinated by the OAG with the assistance of one commu-
nity mediator.  Eight intakes followed, resulting in four
two-party mediations and one large group mediation, all of
which were successful.  The conflict was racially-based and
reflected a lack of tolerance for cultural differences.

SUBURBAN HIGH SCHOOL

A principal called CIT in response to racial tension between African-Ameri-
can and white students that resulted from a series of incidents at a Friday
night party.  Staff from the OAG and the MAMPP coordinated the four-day
intervention.  Twenty-four community mediators, including four students
from the SCORE program at Boston English High School, volunteered their
time to work with students at this suburban high school.  A total of 44
intake interviews took place in an effort to sort out what had happened and
to determine who needed to come to mediation.  As a result of these in-
takes, 13 mediations took place involving 38 students, some of whom
participated in more than one mediation.  A large group mediation involving
the ten key students resulted in joint recommendations to the administration.

URBAN MIDDLE
SCHOOL

A CIT was called into this
school in response to a
conflict involving 21
eighth-grade boys divided
along racial and friendship
lines.  Each group com-
plained of name-calling,
bullying and disrespect by
the other group.  One
student and five adult
mediators participated in
the intervention.  A total
of 21 individual intakes
were conducted, resulting
in six two-party media-
tions.  The final media-
tion, involving all 21 boys,
lasted four hours and
resulted in an agreement
to treat each other with
respect and coexist peace-
fully.

For more information about CIT please contact Xavier Velasco, CIT Project Adminstrator, Mediation
Services Department of the Office of the Attorney General at 617-727-2200 ext. 2942.

URBAN HIGH SCHOOL

Two staff members from the Attorney
General’s Office organized and supervised a team of 22 DOE, MAMPP, and community mediators to
offer mediation services to the students and staff at this high school in the wake of a melee that
occurred at the school between approximately 100 white and African-American students.  The
mediators acted as a sounding board for students who were upset by the events and also mediated
student conflicts as they were identified.  Eighty-five students had one-on-one private discussions
with mediators during the ten days that the mediators were present in the school.  Ten formal media-
tion sessions were conducted, and all of them resulted in agreements.  General areas of concern
raised by the students were passed on to the administration for further action or consideration.  At
the end of this intense intervention, it was the consensus of those involved that, while the most
immediate sources of tension had been alleviated, the situation remained volatile.  It was felt that
the safest course of action was to ensure that some form of mediation was available to students at
the school for the remainder of the school year.


